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9.11.20 - Seamless installation path from the SFM games directory (important for SFM game developers) Version 3.34.1.0: -
Fixed an issue where mod packs would conflict with default skin packs - 37.0.120 Reorder image tooltip component to match

vanilla (#8213) - 37.0.119 Fix DungeonHooks not returning correct values. Fixes dungeons in world spawning pigs. Fixes #8201
- 37.0.120 Reorder image tooltip component to match vanilla (#8213) - 37.0.119 Fix DungeonHooks not returning correct
values. Fixes dungeons in world spawning pigs. Extreme Picture Finder v3.34.1.0 11.11.11 - Overhauled the dependency
manager. 11.10.3 - "Include" files were moved from the "Include/" folder to their own "Include/" folder inside the "Files"
directory 11.10.2 - "Include" files were moved from the "Include/" folder to their own "Include/" folder inside the "Files"
directory 11.10.1 - "Include" files were moved from the "Include/" folder to their own "Include/" folder inside the "Files"

directory 11.10.0 - Overhauled the dependency manager 11.9.8 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.9.7 - Optimized and
improved build time. 11.9.6 - Fixed a couple of minor build errors. 11.9.5 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.9.4 - Fixed

a minor build error. 11.9.3 - Overhauled the dependency manager. 11.9.2 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.9.1 -
Optimized and improved build time. 11.9.0 - Overhauled the dependency manager. 11.8.1 - Optimized and improved build

time. 11.8.0 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.7.1 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.7.0 - Optimized and
improved build time. 11.6.5 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.6.4 - Optimized and improved build time. 11.6.3 -

Optimized and improved build time. 11.6.2 - Optimized
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Jun 26, 2020 0.72.0 ==== - 0.72.0.31 [0.72.0] Add 10 new 3D meshes for lighting (rigid, shield, wing, snout, axe) (#7501) -
0.71.0 [0.71.0] Add 25 new images. Optimize mapgen to generate only. - 0.70.9 Add 'New Hero' option (#7474) - 0.70.5 Add
'Unlock new hero' option (#7459) - 0.70.4 Add 'Spawn alternative hero' option (#7436) - 0.70.3 - No changes. (Lol, patch.)
0.71.0 [0.71.0] Add 13 new images. Optimize mapgen to generate only. - 0.70.2 Add a new game mode: 'Game Mode:
Armoured' (#7402) - 0.70.1 Add 'Additional biomes' toggle to appearance options (#7321) - 0.70.0 Add 'New Hero' option.
Add 'Unlock new hero' option. Add 'Spawn alternative hero' option. Add 'Game Mode: Armoured' option. Add 'Add Joking
User' option. Add 'Spawn Joking User' option. Add 'Add BreakingItemParticle' option. - Patch 0.70.0 36.0.2 Fix dynamic
registries not getting ids assigned correctly from old worlds in specific . Extreme Picture Finder v3.34.1.0 crack May 07, 2020
3.33.1.0 ==== - Add 'New Hero' option. Add 'Unlock new hero' option. Add 'Spawn alternative hero' option. - Patch 3.33.0.0
3.33.0.0 ==== - Add 'New Hero' option. Add 'Unlock new hero' option. Add 'Spawn alternative hero' option. - Patch 3.32.0.0
3.31.0.0 ==== - Add 5 new effects: 'Colours', 'Disabled', 'Displacement', 'Opacity', 'Refraction'. - Patch 3.30.0.0 3.29.0.0 ====
- Add 25 new images. Optimize mapgen to generate only. - Patch 3.28.0.0 3.27.0.0 ==== - Add ' 2d92ce491b
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